World

Reagan visits Bitburg cemetery — President Ronald Reagan, accompanied by Chancellor Helmut Kohl, visited the Bitburg cemetery just hours after he paid homage to the 50,000 victims of the Nazi holocaust at the site of the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp in West Germany. Reagan stated in his address, "This painful walk into the past has done much more than remind us of the war that consumed the European continent. What we have seen makes unforgettably clear that no one of the rest of us can fully understand the enormity of the feelings carried by the victims of these camps."

Fighting between Thai and Vietnamese at Thai border — A senior Thai officer reported that air strikes backing Thai marines were mounted against Vietnamese entering Thailand in pursuit of Cambodian guerrillas.

Six dead in Beirut fighting — Christian and Muslim militias rocked residential sections of Beirut with the worst shellfire since fighting began nine days ago. The factions exchanged volleys with tanks, grenades and mortars along Beirut's dividing line Sunday.

Nation

Challenger lands in Mojave — The space shuttle Challenger landed yesterday at the Edwards Air Force Base in California after what was described as a highly successful seven-day mission. The shuttle swept across the South Pacific and brushed over Los Angeles, creating a sonic boom from 90,000 feet above the city before touching down.

Demonstration on Fifth Avenue for Soviet Jews — Thousands demonstrated on Fifth Avenue in New York City for more support of Soviet Jews and protested Reagan's visits in West Germany.

Study finds 6 million Americans affected by violent crime yearly—The National Center for Health Statistics reported that one person in 10,000 will be murdered each year. This probability corresponds to a one in 131 chance. The bureau reported that one person among 31 older than 12 years will be assaulted than whites.

Weather

Not really spring — A few showers can still be expected today — fair weather for a birthday. Tonight's low will dip into the 64-degree suntan weather will prevail.
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Sports

Spend a Buck wins the Derby — Spend a Buck ran the third fastest time in the Kentucky Derby's 111 year history Saturday. He came within two-fifths of a second of Secretariat's world record of 1:45 4/5 seconds for nine furlongs.

Weather

Not really spring — A few showers can still be expected today — fair weather for a birthday. Tonight's low will dip into the 40s. Too bad the heat's off around here. Things should clear up tomorrow when beautiful and sunny 64-degree suntan weather will prevail.
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